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ABSTRACT
Standard presentations of stock-flow consistent modeling use specific Post Keynesian closures,
even though a given stock-flow accounting structure supports various different economic
dynamics. In this paper we separate the dynamic closure from the accounting constraints and cast
the latter in the language of graph theory. The graph formulation provides (1) a representation of
an economy as a collection of cash flows on a network and (2) a collection of algebraic
techniques to identify independent versus dependent cash-flow variables and solve the accounting
constraints. The separation into independent and dependent variables is not unique, and we argue
that each such separation can be interpreted as an institutional structure or policy regime.
Questions about macroeconomic regime change can thus be addressed within this framework.
We illustrate the graph tools through application of the simple stock-flow consistent
model, or “SIM model,” found in Godley and Lavoie (2007). In this model there are eight
different possible dynamic closures of the same underlying accounting structure. We classify the
possible closures and discuss three of them in detail: the “standard” Godley–Lavoie closure,
where government spending is the key policy lever; an “austerity” regime, where government
spending adjusts to taxes that depend on private sector decisions; and a “colonial” regime, which
is driven by taxation.
Keywords: Stock-flow Consistent Models; Closures; Graph Theory; Macroeconomic Regimes;
Methodology
JEL Classifications: E16, E17
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1. INTRODUCTION
Stock-flow consistent (SFC) modeling is a framework for looking at the macroeconomy from a
monetary or financial point of view.1 The basic object of interest is the flow of funds between
different sectors of the economy. It is generally accepted that Tobin’s (1981) Nobel Lecture
contains an enumeration of the basic elements of SFC modeling, namely precision regarding
time, tracking of stocks, several assets and rates of return, modeling of financial and monetary
policy operations, Walras’s Law, and adding-up constraints. While many publications of SFC
models have followed in the last 30 years, we find that there is a gap concerning the very basic
structures.
SFC models have been developed by Post Keynesians, and some modeling decisions that have
been taken are perceived to be essential features of SFC models. This regards the closure of the
SFC model and, given what is autonomous, the behavioral equations. We do not argue that the
literature is unaware of the possibility of different closures or chose the “wrong” closure. Many
authors discuss their specific closures, often producing variations of the model with alternative
closures, like fixed or flexible exchange rates.2 In this paper we focus on different closures of the
simple model of Godley and Lavoie (2007), which is more fundamental than the specifics of the
exchange rate regime. We use graph theory and linear algebra techniques for model analysis and
visualization. Then we proceed to discuss the difference between the stock-flow structure proper
and the additional features necessary for it to be solved or simulated.
The idea of the economy as a graph, which is a representation of a set of objects to some extent
linked to each other, is clearly present in the thinking of Axel Leijonhufvud (2012):
Let me start by asking, what is your first association when somebody
talks to you about “the economy”? Is the image you get: factories
working, supermarkets full of people, busy Wall Street, or, what? For
today’s purpose, I would like you to think of the economic system,
first, as a web of contracts, contracts and understandings among agents
in the economy.

1
2

For a survey of the literature, see Caverzasi and Godin (2013).
See Godley and Lavoie (2006) or Duwicquet and Mazier (2010).
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It is unclear to what extent Leijonhufvud is being metaphorical. In section three of this paper we
make the correspondence between macroeconomic stock-flow modeling and graph concepts
precise and operational. One contention of this paper that is borne out by graph analysis is that
multiple possible closures of the same underlying SFC structure are possible, representing
different institutional arrangements or policy regimes, and also different analytical frameworks.
In particular, Godley and Lavoie (2007) give the distinct impression that the SFC framework
itself is closely tied to their favored Post Keynesian closures, which is not the case. Cleanly
separating the accounting constraints on macroeconomic models from the determination of
behavior provides a neutral setting to approach theoretical debates on expectations, rational or
otherwise, on microfoundations, as well as practical issues of policy and institutional design.
This paper is geared to an audience of economists, and we want to use some mathematical tools
in our paper. Because the audience knows more economics than they do mathematics, economics
should be used to illuminate the mathematics, and not conversely. Further, the use of similar
mathematics in other disciplines such as physics adds nothing to the understanding by
economists, only acting as evidence of the soundness of the abstract mathematics for applied
purposes. Therefore the proper way to bring the graph metaphor into the paper is not as a
prerequisite for doing economics, but as a novel way to represent what economists already know,
with the added bonus (and that would be the argument for introducing mathematical concepts in
the first place) that once economists are comfortable with the new representation they can take
advantage of tools from the new domain, but always projecting (familiar) economic language
onto (unfamiliar) mathematical language and not the other way around.3 We also want to avoid
falling afoul of what Eriksson (2012) calls the “nonsense math effect,” so if what follows is over
the reader’s head that should not count in favor of the paper.

3

A paper written for mathematicians would have a different flavor, namely “you already know everything about
graphs, here’s yet another thing you can model as a graph,” and it would work as an introduction to macroeconomics
where (unfamiliar) economic concepts are illuminated by (familiar) mathematical concepts. But that’s not this paper.
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2. THE SIMPLE MODEL
The simplest model in Godley and Lavoie (2007, ch.3), model SIM (for “simplest”), represents
an economy without fixed capital accumulation or inventories of durable goods (which they call a
“pure service economy”), and with government money as the sole financial asset. It is assumed
that services are provided through firms, of which households are at once owners/employees and
customers. Firms distribute their entire profit to households as wages/profits. The government
purchases services by issuing money, which is a nonredeemable liability of the government, and
collects taxes payable in money. Households may accumulate this circulating money as savings.
Model SIM can be represented by the cash-flow specification in table 1.

Table 1. Cash-flow specification for model SIM
Cash flow

From

To

Stock

Price

consumption (c)

households

firms

N/A

N/A

wages (w)

firms

households

N/A

N/A

expenditures (e)

government

firms

N/A

N/A

taxes (t)

households

government

N/A

N/A

savings (s)

households

government

Cash (S)

1

We have a consumption cash flow c paid by households (H) to firms (F) in exchange for services.
There is also a government (G) expenditure cash flow g paying for services from firms. The firms
pay out their income as a wage-bill cash flow w to households (there is no distinction between
firm owners and employees, or between wages and profits). The government collects a tax cash
flow t from households. Households may accumulate savings in the form of a cash asset stock
(S), which is a liability of the government.4 The net saving cash flow s is of a different character
from the rest of the rows of the cash-flow specification, as Godley and Lavoie (2007, 60)
describe:

4

Assuming there is no government default on the redeemability of cash, the only way the stock of savings can be
reduced is if the households consume out of their savings or “dissave.”
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The first […] lines of the transactions matrix describe the variables
which correspond, in principle, to the components of the National
Income and Product Accounts (NIPA) arranged as transactions between
sectors and which take place in some defined unit of time, such as a
quarter or a year. These are the transactions which are usually to be
found in standard macroeconomic textbooks. The [last] line […]
describes the changes in stocks of financial assets and liabilities which
correspond, in principle, to the Flow-of-Funds Accounts and which are
necessary to complete the system of accounts as a whole.

This means that net saving s, what Godley and Lavoie call the “change in the stock of money,”
can be represented as a cash flow from the household to the government sector. Cash has no
price, or rather, the price of a unit of cash is 1 as it is the numeraire, implying s = ΔS. Also, since
the price of cash is constant by definition there are no capital gains on cash holdings. Another
feature of cash that is not generic for financial assets is that it yields no interest.

To see the necessity of representing saving as a cash flow from households to government,
consider the following cash balance equation for the household sector:

(net saving) = (wage bill) – (consumption) – (taxes net of transfers)

or, in symbols, s = w - c - t. Rearranging terms so that all coefficients are positive we obtain

w=c+t+s

where s is not an actual but a notional cash flow; saving is the difference between the inflows w
and the outflows c + t, and it is accumulated as a cash asset holding s = ΔS. Therefore,

w = c + t + ΔS.

5

This discussion makes clear that saving is not necessarily an actual cash flow but an accounting
entry to ensure, on the one hand, the equality of inflows and outflows at each sector and, on the
other hand, that an increase in the asset stock S has a corresponding flow. Unlike capital gains
(which in this case are absent because the price of cash is constant), cash flows corresponding to
changes in asset stocks must be part of the cash-flow balance at each node. In fact, accumulation
of non-cash assets usually involves an actual asset purchase. Cash is peculiar in that it circulates
as money and there is no actual purchase involved in accumulating savings in the form of a cash
stock.

As a result of this, the cash-flow specification matrix of table 1 has the peculiarity that there are
two cash flows from households to the government sector, namely t and s = ΔS. As was just
discussed, cash, an asset of the household sector, is a (constant-price, undated) liability of the
government. Thus the cash flow corresponding to an increase in the stock of cash must be from
the household sector to the government sector, just like taxes (net of transfers). In fact, in modern
monetary theory government money can be understood as a bearer tax credit.5

Apart from the fact that taxes don’t result in the accumulation of any stock, there is another
difference between the two cash flows from households to government, namely their
behavioral/institutional determination. Taxes and transfers are determined institutionally, usually
in the form of fractions of other tax flows or stocks in the economy, and thus act as passive
“stabilizers” of the system. Tax policy decisions adopted in one time period would take effect in
later periods though a change in the passive tax formula. By contrast, net saving is at least partly
determined by the household sector’s demand for savings, which is a behavioral relation quite
distinct from tax rules. Therefore, there are sound reasons for having two cash flows from
households to government even if it may seem like a redundant, therefore ugly, arrangement.

5

Mosler (2012) writes: “Under a fiat monetary system, the government spends money and then borrows what it does
not tax.”
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Table 2. Balance sheet of model SIM Godley and Lavoie (2007), table 3.1
Stock
Households
Firms
Government
Cash

S

-S

The information in the cash-flow specification table 1 can be rearranged as a balance-sheet
matrix (table 2) and a cash-flow matrix (table 3).
Table 3. Transactions-flow matrix of model SIM Godley and Lavoie (2007), table 3.2
cash flow

households

firms

consumption (c)

-c

c

wages (w)

w

-w

expenditures (e)
taxes (t)
savings (s)

government

g

-g

-t

t

-ΔS

ΔS

As the price of the only asset in the model (cash) is constantly equal to 1, there is no need to keep
track of capital gains; the periodic change in the asset stock value is equal to the value of the net
assets acquired in the period. Everything with a plus sign in the economy is balanced by
something similar with a minus sign. Balance equations expressing the conservation of cash for
each sector are obtained by summing the cash flows for each column and equating the sum to
zero or, equivalently, by equating the sum of the cash flows into a sector to the sum of the cash
flows out of the same sector:

w = c + t + ΔS
c+g=w
t + ΔS = g

7

We note that the wages w cash flow plays the role of GDP in this model. Because all the rows of
the cash-flow table 3 add up to zero, the balance equations above also add up to zero, so one of
them is always redundant. Godley and Lavoie (2007) spend a considerable amount of space
counting variables and equations. Much of this can be avoided by judicious use of graph theory
and linear algebra, as we shall now see.

3. SOME GRAPH CONCEPTS
The overall claim of the present document is that the Godley–Lavoie stock-flow consistent
framework can be productively represented on the mathematical structure of a graph, to be
defined presently. At its most general, an abstract graph is a collection of directed edges between
nodes.6 A directed edge has a source node and a target node. Both edges and nodes can carry
labels, numerical or otherwise. Edges and nodes are primitive notions basically defined by the
source and target relations.

Informally, an economy will be modeled as a graph, whose nodes are sectors into which the
economy is decomposed. Nodes can carry balance- sheet data. In the limit, one can imagine a
detailed model in which nodes are individual economic units (individuals, households, firms,
institutions), as in the picture of the economy as a network of contracts conjured by the
Leijonhufvud quotation in the first section. Economic relations between economic units or
sectors are represented by directed edges between the corresponding nodes. Edges can be labelled
by cash flows, or by financial assets. The informal correspondence is summed up in table 4.

6

The concept we are describing is sometimes called a quiver, being a collection of arrows.
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Table 4. Macroeconomics and graphs
SFC modeling

Graph theory

economy

graph

sectors

nodes

economic relations

edges

sector “from”

source node

sector “to”

target node

net worth

node labels

stocks

node labels

cash flows

edge labels

financial assets

edge labels

3.1 Formal Correspondence
The form of the cash-flow specification matrix of a stock-flow consistent model (table A1) is
reminiscent of the specification of a graph; in fact, it specifies two graphs: a cash-flow graph and
a financial-asset graph, corresponding to the transactions-flow matrix (table 3) and the stock
matrix (table 2), respectively. For reasons to be explained presently, the stock graph has the roles
of source and target reversed with respect to the cash-flow graph (an asset purchase is a flow
from the purchaser to the seller, while an asset itself is a liability of the seller to the purchaser).

It is hopefully clear that the columns “cash flow,” “from,” and “to” of a cash-flow specification
matrix such as table A1 contain the data needed to specify the source and target relations of a
cash-flow graph whose collection of nodes consists of those sectors appearing in the “from” or
“to” columns of the table, and such that each row of the table represents a directed edge with
source in the “from” node and target on the “to” node. Similarly, the columns “from,” “to,” and
“stock” of table 1, restricted to the rows where the stock is nonempty, also specify a graph with
the same nodes (sectors) but fewer edges (in this case, securities) as there isn’t an edge of the
stock graph associated with a row where the “stock” is absent.
9

3.1.1 Gra
aphical repreesentation
A graph (economy)
(
can
c be repressented diagraammaticallyy by assigninng to each noode (sector) a dot
or blob, and
a to each directed
d
edgee (economicc relation) ann arrow from
m its source nnode to its taarget
node. Edg
ge crossingss are immaterial and may
y arise unavooidably as arrtifacts of thhe twodimensio
onal represen
ntation of suffficiently com
mplex graphhs.7 Variablees pertainingg to sectors
(nodes) or
o economic relations (ed
dges) can be attached as labels to thee correspondding blobs orr
arrows.
Figure 1. A stock as a relation between
b
secctors

Stocks ass edges: In the
t case of an
n SFC modeel, we can reepresent the rrows of a caash-flow
specificattion table (su
uch as table 1) by arrows between bllobs. As we know, the roows with
nonempty
y stock variaables form a subtable wh
hich we calleed “stock maatrix” or “baalance sheet””
(table 2). Each securiity stock will be represen
nted by an arrrow from thhe blob repreesenting the
or to the one representing
g the asset-hholding sectoor, as in figuure 1. Each arrow
liability-iissuing secto
can be lab
belled by thee monetary value
v
(price times quantiity) of the sttock, which iis more
informatiive than just the name off the security
y the edge reepresents.

Flows as edges: The transactionss-flow matrix
x (table 3) caan also be reepresented aas a graph wiith
economicc sectors as nodes
n
and caash flows as edges. Becaause every seecurity stockk must have an
associated net stock purchase
p
cassh flow, the cash-flow
c
grraph is at leaast as compleex as the stoock
graph. Ho
owever, becaause not eveery sector needs to hold ssecurity stoccks and theree are cash floows
not representing an asset purchasse, the cash-fflow graph inn general haas both moree nodes and m
more
edges bettween the no
odes than thee stock graph
h. At this staage we don’tt represent sttocks so we’’re
only inclu
uding the infformation from the transsactions-flow
w matrix (tabble 3). Each edge of the
7

Whether an
a abstractly sp
pecified graph can be represeented graphicallly on a sheet oof paper withouut edge crossinngs (in
which casee the graph is caalled planar) is an interesting
g topological pproblem but whholly irrelevantt to the accounnting.
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graph willl be labelled
d by a cash-fflow variablee, and each bblob by the ssector it reprresents, as inn
figure 2.

Figure 2. Cash flowss between pairs
p
of secto
ors

Here we have a cash flow c from
m sector S to sector
s
T andd a cash flow
w d from secttor U to sector V.
(A)
The cash flow c = π(AA) ΔA:S  T represents a change in tthe stock of the securityy A, where π(A
is

the unit price
p
of A. Th
he cash flow
w d is not asssociated withh a stock chaange. Note aalso that the
diagram “lives”
“
at a generic
g
time point, and in
i general wee would neeed to attach a subscript t to all
the stock, flow, and price
p
variables to represeent the time ppoint at which the accouunting is madde.

Stocks on
n nodes: So far we havee described a way to reprresent both tthe transactioons-flow maatrix
and the sttock matrix of an SFC model
m
as sepaarate graphss with the sam
me set of nodes (sectors)) but
different edges (econ
nomic relatio
ons). Becausee the set of ssectors is thee same both stocks and fflows
could be represented in the same graph, but th
hat would reequire keepinng track of ttwo differentt
kinds of edges
e
(stock
ks or flows) which
w
would
d be confusinng. An alternnative to thiss is to repressent
security stocks
s
by lab
bels attached
d to the nodees of the cashh-flow graphh. For this puurpose the m
most
informatiive node labeel is the mon
netary value (price timess quantity) oof the securitty stock, withh a
negative sign for liab
bilities and a positive sign
n for assets.

A securitty will appeaar as a positiv
ve stock balaance in the nnode represeenting the asset holder annd a
negative stock balancce in a differrent node rep
presenting thhe liability isssuer. Associated with anny
security there
t
will be at least one net asset pu
urchase cash flow from tthe asset holdder to the
liability issuer, but th
here can also
o be an intereest payment cash flow gooing from thhe liability isssuer
11

to the assset holder. In
nterest paym
ments are usu
ually determiined at the sttart of an acccounting perriod
and paid during it. Th
he just-descrribed system
m of an asset and a pair of cash flowss would thenn be
representted as in figu
ure 3.

Figure 3. A stock an
nd associated cash flows between tw
wo sectors

uantity, π(A) the unit asset price at thhe end of thee accountingg period, andd π0(A)
Here A iss the stock qu
at the starrt, π(A) ΔA:S  T is the asset purchaase cash flow
w, and τvo(A) π0(A) A0 is thhe interest
(A)
payment over a time period of len
ngth τ and with
w yield vo(A
set at period start. Thee signs of thee

stock valu
ues ±π(A) A on
o the nodes represent th
he fact that thhe security A is a liabilitty of sector T
(hence, a negative vaalue) and an asset of secttor S (a posittive value).

G
3.2 Modeel SIM as Graph
As an exaample, the cash-flow speecification taable 3 definiing model SIIM can be innterpreted ass a
pair of grraph specificcations, one for
f the assett stocks draw
wn as in figurre 4 and the other for thee
cash flow
ws drawn as in
i figure 5.

Figure 4. Stock grap
ph for modeel SIM
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Figure 5. Cash-flow
w graph for model
m
SIM

a
goes in
n the opposiite direction of the ΔS arrrow. This iss
As explaiined above, the S stock arrow
because the
t stock S reepresents an
n asset of thee household ssector (H) annd a liabilityy of the
governmeent sector (G
G), so future redemptionss (cash payss no interest)) would makke a negativee
contribution to the assset accumullation of ΔS. The firms sector is labeelled (F). In aany case, it ccan
be confussing to repreesent both caash flows and
d financial sttocks as arroows on the ssame collectiion of
sectors (n
nodes). We prefer
p
instead to put stocck labels in th
the sectors (nnodes), whicch then allow
ws us
to represeent stocks an
nd flows in the same diag
gram as in fi
figure 6.

Figure 6. Stock and flow graph
h for model SIM
S

nning Trees and Depend
dent Flows
3.3 Span
When wo
orking with a transaction
ns-flow matrrix such as thhat for modeel SIM (tablee 5) it becom
mes
important to determin
ne which cassh flows can
n be deducedd from whichh others by m
means of
conservation of cash flows
f
accou
unting rules. To this end, we now connsider the ecconomic
interpretaation of span
nning trees and
a elementa
ary loops of a cash-flow graph, illusttrating the
concepts with referen
nce to modell SIM.
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Table 5. Transaction flow (table 3) with balance
cash flow

households

firms

consumption (c)

-c

c

wages (w)

w

-w

expenditures (e)
taxes (t)
savings (s)
balance

government

g

-g

-t

t

-ΔS

ΔS

w=c+t+ ΔS

c+g=w

t+ ΔS=g

A spanning tree is a subgraph including all the sectors (nodes) and one fewer economic relation
(edges) than sectors (nodes), and is such that the subgraph is connected and has no loops. Adding
any one edge to a spanning tree results in a closed elementary loop. In our setting, finding a
spanning tree means selecting one fewer cash flow than the number of sectors, in such a way that
every sector has at least one cash flow in or out of it, there are no closed loops, and adding an
additional cash flow to the tree would close a loop. Each choice of spanning tree divides the cash
flows into independent variables, which are the cash flows not on the spanning tree and the
dependent variables (those on the spanning tree). The dependent variables are completely
determined, via accounting relations at each node, by the independent ones.

3.3.1 A spanning tree example
In figure 7 an arbitrary choice of a spanning tree is drawn with solid arrows in the model SIM
graph, and the economic edges not on the spanning tree are dotted.8 We say the edges on the
spanning tree are dependent because, by conservation of cash flows at each node, if all the cash
flows corresponding to edges not in the tree are assumed to be zero then the flows on the tree
must be zero. Put differently, the cash flows on a tree subgraph cannot be independent because a
tree has no loops and thus flows on the tree “have nowhere to go.”

8

This is the choice made by Godley and Lavoie in their preferred closure of model SIM, but for the purposes of
exposition of graph concepts the choice is by no means unique.
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Associateed elementa
ary loops: The
T spanning
g tree of figuure 7 is a connnected graph with two eedges
linking th
he three nodees. Each of the
t edges not on the spannning tree, toogether withh some edgess of
the spann
ning tree, deffines a so-caalled elementtary loop, ass representedd in figure 8.. We say thaat
edges nott on the span
nning tree rep
present indeependent varriables becauuse, as they fform closed loops
when com
mbined with the tree, arb
bitrary cash flows
f
on theem do “have somewhere to go.” In faact,
the variab
bles not on the tree fully
y determine the
t variabless on the tree by conservaation of cashh
flows at nodes.
n

Figure 7. A spannin
ng tree in thee model SIM
M graph

g to figure 7
Figure 8. Elementarry loops corrresponding

uadruple entrry principle”
3.3.2 Beyyond the “qu
We obserrve that som
me of the elem
mentary loop
ps of figure 8 consist of oonly two ecoonomic relattions
(edges) liinking two sectors (nodees), but that it
i is possiblee to have looops with a larrger numberr of
economicc relations (eedges) and seectors (nodees). What wee are calling elementary loops are in fact
a generalization of th
he quadruplee-entry princciple of Godlley and Lavooie (2007, 477ff.),
15

summarized in Caverzasi and Godin (2013, 5): “A concrete example of [Copeland’s] legacy is
represented by the quadruple-entry system, which is a cardinal feature of today’s SFC models:
that since someone’s inflow is someone else’s outflow, the standard double-entry system of
accounting, in its social version, is doubled in a quadruple-entry system.”

Here we observe that an elementary loop involving only two cash flows does represent a
“quadruple entry” contribution to the transactions-flow matrix, but elementary loops with three or
more cash-flow edges are not necessarily reducible to combinations of two-edge loops and would
be “sextuple entries” (or higher-order) of the transactions-flow matrix. In the case of the model
SIM graph, elementary loops involving the government expenditure cash flow g necessarily
consist of three cash flows. To illustrate the point, start with a collection of balanced cash flows
as in table 3, and add δg to the government expenditure cash flow. The result is represented in
table 6.
Table 6. A perturbation of model SIM
cash flow

households

firms

consumption (c)

-c

c

wages (w)

w

-w

expenditures (e)
taxes (t)
savings (s)
balance

g + δg

government

-g -δg

-t

t

-ΔS

ΔS

0

δg

-δg

This additional government expenditure δg breaks the accounting balance of the firms and
government sectors. Because there is no other cash flow between these two sectors, the remaining
sector of the economy (households) needs to be involved in order to restore accounting balance.
This is why we said above any elementary loop involving the government expenditure cash flows
must be more than quadruple entry. For instance, the excess income δg of the firms sector can be
paid out as additional wages to the households sector, as in table 7.
16

Table 7. Propagation of additional government expenditure in model SIM
cash flow
consumption (c)
wages (w)

households

firms

-c

c

W + δg

-w -δg
g + δg

expenditures (e)
taxes (t)

government

-g -δg

-t

t

savings (s)

-ΔS

ΔS

balance

δg

0

-δg

The firms sector is back in accounting balance but the households and government sectors remain
out of balance. However, unlike between government and firms, this time there are additional
cash flows between households and government that can come into play to restore balance. For
instance, households can accumulate the additional wages δg by saving, as in table 8. This closes
a sextuple-entry accounting loop, corresponding to the three-edge loop at the top of figure 8.
Figure 9 combines figures 7 and 8 to illustrate how the elementary loops given a tree generate the
compatible flows on a network. This is summarized in table 9. Note that the elementary loops in
figure 9 have been obtained from the particular choice of spanning tree in figure 7, but that the
model SIM graph admits three more elementary loops represented in figure 10. These are
associated to choices of spanning tree different from that of figure 7.

3.3.3 Linear algebra techniques
Using matrix algebra, we can write the balance equations associated with the transactions-flow
matrix (table 3) in the following way:

17

Table 8. A sextuple--entry elemeentary loop in model SIIM
cash flow
w
consumpttion (c)
wages (w
w)

household
ds

firms

-c

c

W + δg

-w -δg
g + δg

expendittures (e)
taxes (t)
savings (s)
(
balance

governnment

-g --δg

-t

t

-ΔS -δg

ΔS +
+δg

0

0

0

Figure 9. Model SIM
M elementarry loops as basis
b
of com
mpatible cassh flow

atrix for moodel SIM
Table 9. Figure 9 as a transactiions-flow ma
w
cash flow
consumpttion (c)
wages (w
w)

household
ds

firms

-c

c

g+c

-g -c

expenditu
ures (e)
taxes (t)
savings (s)
(

g

governnment

-gg

-t

t

t-g

g-t
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Figure 10.
1 Elementary loops off model SIM
M not relateed to figure 7

The rectaangular matrix has the saame dimensions as the caash-flow maatrix, with onne row per cash
flow and one column
n per sector, but
b the entriies are simplly ±1 dependding on whetther the cashh
ncoming (+) or outgoing
g (-) at a secttor. This is called the inccidence matrrix of the
flow is in
economy
y (graph), beccause a nonzzero entry in
ndicates an e dge being inncident on a node.

Because the
t rows of the
t incidence matrix add
d up to 0, thee number off independent columns (rrank)
of the maatrix is one fewer
f
than th
he number off columns.9 IIn this case, the rank is 2 which meaans
that in an
ny set of threee rows or co
olumns, one of them is eexpressible aas a linear coombination oof the
other two
o. The rank is also the dimension of the
t largest innvertible subbmatrix. Finnding an
invertiblee submatrix of
o maximal rank is equiv
valent to thee selection off a spanningg tree, as the rows
of the inv
vertible subm
matrix corresspond to the economic reelations (edgges) of the sppanning treee as
discussed
d above.

nce, our prefferred choicee of spannin
ng tree corressponds to ceertain rows and columns of
For instan
the matrices in the baalance equatiion above, here
h highlighhted:

9

The menttioned propertiees of matrix raank are standard
d results from linear algebra.
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Leaving the
t highlightted (spannin
ng tree) variaables on the lleft-hand sidde and shiftinng the
unhighlig
ghted (cycle--closing) varriables to thee right-hand side, changiing the sign of the
coefficien
nts, results in
n:

hand side inv
volves the in
ncidence matrix of the sppanning treee. Multiplyinng both sidess on
The left-h
the right by
b the transp
pose of the incidence maatrix

results inn an invertibble coefficiennt

matrix on
n the left-han
nd side:

Multiplyiing both sidees again on the
t right by the
t inverse

,

In other words,
w
if we know the vaalues of the variables
v
(c,, g, t), then thhe variabless (w, ΔS) aree
completeely determineed by accoun
nting, thus:

w=c+g
ΔS
S=g-t
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To close the system above
a
we wo
ould have to specify behhavioral or innstitutional eequations forr the
dent variables. It would be
b overkill to
o use linear aalgebra to deeduce the accounting
independ
relations.. The point here
h is to illu
ustrate the algorithmic naature of the pprocess, whiich is readilyy
generalizzed to large numbers
n
of variables
v
and
d equations. In the case oof model SIM
M there are eight
possible choices
c
of tw
wo rows of the incidencee matrix thatt are not propportional to each other. T
This
means the economy (graph)
(
admiits exactly eiight differennt spanning ttrees, as show
wn in figuree 11,
c
of spaanning tree w
we made aboove.
where thee bottom-lefft tree is the choice

Figure 11. The eightt spanning trees
t
of mod
del SIM

The enum
meration of all
a the spann
ning trees of a graph is a combinatoriial problem for which, aagain,
a numberr of algorithm
ms exist. Forr small graph
hs like that oof model SIM
M it can be ddone by handd.
The interrest in enumeerating the different
d
span
nning trees iis not in counnting how m
many there arre
but, as we will illustrrate later, beccause it allow
ws one to claassify the vaarious possibble
macroeco
onomic policcy frameworrks by those flows that ar
are considereed independeent and thosee that
are depen
ndent.
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4. SPANNING TREES AND POLICY REGIMES
One interpretation of the choice of a spanning tree is that of a macroeconomic policy regime. We
will illustrate this with the example of model SIM from Godley and Lavoie (2007, ch.3). The
eight possible choices of spanning tree can be classified by the two choices of independent flow
variables in the pairs {c,w} associated with the “real economy,” and {t, ΔS}, purely “monetary.”
Because two economic relations (edges) between the same two sectors (nodes) give rise to a loop,
a spanning tree cannot contain both c and w, or both t and ΔS. Thus, either c, w, or neither is a
dependent flow variables; similarly for t and ΔS. Conversely, either c, w, or both are independent
flow variables, and similarly either t, ΔS, or both are independent flow variables. The number of
independent variables must be three in order to close the model, and the government expenditure
variable g will be either dependent or independent according to the character of the other four.

4.1 Real and Monetary Drivers
Some of the variables of the simple model are called independent because they are determined by
behavioral relations. The other variables must then be called dependent because they are
determined by accounting. The categories are mutually exclusive, and there is no third kind of
variable. For instance, if taxation is determined as a percentage of income, taxation is an
independent variable even though it changes “automatically” with income. It is called
independent because it is not determined by accounting relations. If, on the other hand, taxes are
adjusted to bring the government budget deficit to zero, then taxes become a dependent variable
because they are determined by accounting relations. For instance, given the level of government
spending and private consumption (which together determine income), there is only one level of
taxes (net of transfers) that solves the model.10

The consumption/wage bill pair of cash flows represents the monetary realization of “real
economy” flows, which are converted into monetary flows by means of factor and product prices.
If c (consumption) is an independent flow variable, consumer demand is a driver of the economy
10

In table 10 it is closure number 5, in the bottom-right corner, that describes this.
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and we label the institutional structure of the economy as demand-driven. Similarly, if w (the
wage bill) is an independent flow variable, employer demand for labor is a driver of the
economy. We call this a supply-driven economy. It is possible for both consumption and the
wage bill to be independent variables, and then we have an economy with both supply-driven and
demand-driven characteristics.

Flows in the other dimension, that of taxation and saving, are purely monetary. It is possible that t
(taxation) is an independent variable, which we term a “redistribution” institutional arrangement.
The level of taxation then acts as a brake on consumption, thus bringing the economy to a halt.
Alternatively, private demand for savings manifesting as realized saving ΔS could be a driver of
the economy. A higher demand for savings translates into less consumption, again acting as a
break on the economy. We call this a “rentier economy.” Since savings can be used alternatively
to run up wealth balances or run down debts, another interpretation could be named the
“deleveraging economy.” And, if both taxes and saving are independent variables, we call the
setup a “financialized economy.” Both the demand for savings from the rentiers and the taxes on
households are restricting consumption and thus through their impact on wages (demand for
labor) are able to impose unemployment on the economy.

4.2 Policy Regimes of Model SIM
Table 10 lists the choices of driving (independent) variables on the top and left sides of the table.
The center cell would have four driving variables which we know is impossible for model SIM so
this cell is not a possibility. In the case of the corner cells, there are only two driving variables
listed on the top and left of the table, and so the government expenditure g flow is also a driving
variable of the system. We have associated numbers to each of the eight choices of dependent and
independent variables in model SIM. We now proceed to examine some of the choices more
closely. Our choice has fallen on the closures with numbers 2, 4, and 7 for reasons that will
become clear when we discuss the interpretation of these closures. In order to aid the intuition,
we will call regime number 7 a “functional finance” economy, regime number 4 a “financialized”
economy, and regime number 2 a “colonial” economy.
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Table 10. Policy regimes of model SIM
t

t, ΔS

ΔS

w

1

2

3

w, c

8

N/A

4

c

7

6

5

4.2.1 Regime 7: Functional finance economy
The policy regime that appears to be favored by Godley and Lavoie (2007) is the one on the
bottom-left corner of figure 11 and table 10, where the driving variables are taxation t,
consumption c, and, by implication, government expenditure g. Because taxation and government
spending are both independent the government’s fiscal position is fully independent and
determines private saving ΔS. This does not mean that the households’ desire for savings is
determined by the government, but that actually realized saving is. In addition, the “real
economy” is demand driven, with government expenditure and private consumption determining
the wage bill w. We call this institutional arrangement the “functional finance economy” after
Lerner (1943). The function of government spending is to change the real economy and should
not be stopped by “traditional doctrine about what is sound or unsound” (Lerner 1943, 39). We
have:
w=g+c
ΔS = g - t

A closure of this system will require behavioral relations determining c and g, t, that is private
consumption and the government’s fiscal stance.
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The standard Godley–Lavoie closure: The closure presented in Godley and Lavoie (2007, ch.
3) is as follows:
t = θw

θ<1

c = α (w-t) + βS0

0<β<α<1

g = (free)

where household income w is subject to a tax rate θ which can be negative, presumably to
represent the possibility that transfers exceed taxes; consumption c depends on disposable income
w − t and the start-of-period stock of savings S0 through coefficients α (household propensity to
consume out of disposable income) and β (household propensity to consume out of savings);
government expenditure g is a policy lever explicitly left unspecified.

Because model SIM is a pure service economy it is not possible for firms to accumulate
inventory, and all demand (c + g) is always met (there is no rationing), resulting in a wage bill w
= g + c.

4.2.2 Regime 4: Financialized economy
If we demote government expenditure g to a dependent variable and replace taxation t with
saving ∆S as a driver we obtain an economy in which the private sector is fully independent and
the government fully subordinate: the private sector determines its consumption, wage bill w, and
saving ∆S autonomously, and the government passively fills the consumption gap with its
expenditure g and compensates any deviation of private saving from target by means of transfers
which contribute to the net taxes t. As this is a situation in which the government has no fiscal
stance of its own, the “financialized” label seems appropriate. The government’s fiscal position is
determined by the accounting relations:
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g=w-c
t = w - c - ∆S

The closure in this case is a specification of consumption, wages, and saving. These variables of
private sector behavior fully determine the public sector stance. For instance, an increase in the
target level of savings that the private sector wants to hold will reduce taxes. This opens up a road
for models in the area of financialization, as in Hein (2009) and Stockhammer (2013). The
redistribution of income via a less progressive tax code is now, via the target change in net
saving, a major determinant of total taxes.

4.2.3 Regime 2: Colonial economy
Fadhel Kaboub has described a pedagogical experiment in which he requires his students to hand
in a number of “Denison Volunteer Dollars” (DVD) for class credit, which students can obtain by
volunteering at local charities. The economics department, posing as government, both issues the
DVD to charities to pay for the volunteering and collects the DVD tax at the end of the course.11
This arrangement is a lot like the pure-service economy of model SIM. There is a fixed tax t,
which is an independent quantity decided independently by the government. The private sector
can decide how much they want to work (possibly in excess of the tax liability) at a fixed wage
rate, therefore the wage bill w is also an independent driver. Net saving ∆S are also a driver as the
private sector can decide to save money for future taxes. In this way, consumption is a dependent
variable, as is government expenditure (money will be issued on demand to pay for earned
wages). Algebraically,
c = w - ∆S - t
g = ∆S + t

11

Further information can be found at http://denison.edu/academics/economics/denison-volunteer-dollar-program.
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The closure in this case is given by the tax, the associated wage bill, and the demand for savings.
A less wholesome interpretation of this closure, motivating the “colonial economy” label, is the
story told by Mosler (2014) about how the British got the Ghanaian tribesmen to work their
plantations:
They came up with this brilliant idea. They told everybody there was
going to be a tax on their hut. It was called a hut tax. Everyone had to
pay, what, 10 Pounds a month, something. Tax. Or they would get their
house burned down by the British. What happened? Everybody said all
right, what do we have to do to get the money to pay the tax? “Ah, if
you come to the coffee plantation we’ll pay you one Pound a day to
work.” Sure enough, people [started] coming over to work, to earn the
money, so they didn’t get their house burned down. The tax, the
monetary system, created the [employment].
Then the British hired the people so they could get the money to pay
the tax so they didn’t have their house burned down. They would spend
the money first and pay people, and then collect the tax, right. And they
spent more than they collected because some people saved them
[Pounds] for paying taxes later.

Here the government again sets the tax, and freely provides work to meet the demand for wage
income and cash savings.12

4.3 Explicit or Implicit Closures
One noteworthy feature of the standard Godley–Lavoie closure is that the independent variables t
and c depend on w in the same period, which is in turn determined from them and g by the
accounting relations w=g+c and ∆S=g-t. This circularity seems to contradict the classification of
variables as dependent or independent. One could indeed envision a slight modification of the
Godley–Lavoie closure of section 4.2.1 in which taxes in one period are a fraction of the income
of the previous period, and similarly consumption is based on the previous period’s disposable
income (in an “adaptive expectations” model), producing

t = θw0
c = α (w0 - t0) + β S0
12

See Forstater (2003) for a historical account of taxes in the context of colonization.
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This would make each period’s variables a linear function of the previous period’s variables, plus
the independent policy lever of government expenditure g:
t = θw0
c = α (w0 - t0) + β S0
w = g + α(w0 − t0) + βS0
S = S0 + g − θ w0

This is akin to the so-called explicit or forward Euler method in numerical analysis, where rates
of change are calculated at the start of a period.13 However, it is known that numerical stability is
improved by basing rates of change on end-of-period variables, which leads to the so-called
implicit or backward Euler method. The standard Godley–Lavoie closure, analogous to the
backward method, need not be interpreted as economic agents being able to see the future (basing
their consumption on unknown future variables) but as an artifact of time discretization.

4.4 The Meaning of Ceteris Paribus
One of the advantages of the spanning tree formulation is that it gives a precise meaning to the
phrase ceteris paribus, and that meaning depends on the “analysis framework” (otherwise
referred to as “policy regime”). For instance, as we know the Godley–Lavoie closure of section
4.2.1 is:
w=c+g
∆S = g − t

where the variables on the right-hand side are independent and determine the ones on the lefthand side. This means that the effect of a change in government expenditure ceteris paribus
13

The forward Euler method for solving f′(t) = F[f(t),t] is based on
f(t) ≈ f(t − ∆t) + (∆t)f′(t − ∆t) while the backward method is based on
f(t) ≈ f(t − ∆t) + (∆t)f′(t).
The presence of f′(t) rather than f′(t−∆t) makes the method “implicit” as the unknown f(t) to be solved for also
appears on the right-hand side, whereas in the “explicit” method the right-hand side can be computed entirely with
values at t − ∆t.
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causes a change in wages and saving. Why? Because all other things being equal must mean all
other independent things being equal and, under the Godley–Lavoie closure, consumption and
taxes are independent while wages and saving are not. Therefore, “changes in government
expenditure, all other things being equal” means “changes in government expenditure at constant
taxation and consumption.” Consider instead closure 3:
c=w−g
t = g + ∆S

Under this closure wages (demand for labor) are independent and so is the demand for savings,
while consumption and tax revenue are determined by wages and the demand for savings. In this
case, a change in government expenditure ceteris paribus causes a change in consumption and
tax revenue. This is entirely opposite to the effect under the Godley–Lavoie closure (what
changed under the Godley–Lavoie closure are now independent variables and therefore constant
ceteris paribus).

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper we introduced graph theory as a method for visualizing closures of SFC models.
Hopefully, the new tool will enable SFC modelers to discuss their models more explicitly,
especially given that sometimes the models can get very large. Graph theory allows modelers to
visualize the model and facilitates discussion among researchers. We discussed different closures
that are possible in the model SIM of Godley and Lavoie (2007). Although the model is simple
indeed, already there are eight different ways to close it. We discussed the role of real and
monetary drivers, and focused on three closures that we found particularly interesting. We hope
to have provided a roadmap to explore the roads not taken in the SFC literature.
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Another advantage is that explicit modeling of regime change is possible. How does an economy
transition from socialism to capitalism? Perhaps by demoting government expenditure from an
independent driver to a dependent stabilizer? How do government and money get “invented”?
Start with behavioral equations saying that government spending equals taxation equals zero. The
result is a system in which consumption is equal to wages and w(t) [GDP] is the only time series
that matters. Suppose an instability then develops on a date T. As an institutional innovation it is
compensated by nonzero government spending and positive private saving, causing a stock of
savings to appear. From that point on it is decided that wages and the stock of savings will be
taxed.

The economy, as Leijonhufvud (2012) said, is a web of contracts that is constantly reshaped,
sometimes by historical mistakes, sometimes by building institutions, sometimes by changes in
individual behavior. It thus seems fair to say that there is an advantage from exploring many
different roads instead of focusing on only one and forgetting the others until they are overgrown.
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